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ETALE HOMOTOPY THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
The pur 
homotopy 
to prove the following two theorems from the etale 
ups over a field of characteristic p > 0. 
2 -+ G3 is a d~ort exact sequeme of comected algebraic groups 
ly closed jMd k of characteristic p, then 
is aact where II~’ is the max imal quotient of n, whose profinite order is prime 
to p. 
Corollary. ff G, and Gz are algebraic grou s over k as above, 
R~)(G, 9 e) X ~r~~‘(cz, 
then ni?‘)((;l X G2, e) = 
a) . In particular nPP)(CI, e) is abelian 
’ 1 . 
Wwotem IL Let G be a reductive algebraic group over C and let GE be the correspond- 
ing C&valley group over a separably closed fitId E of characteristic p. If (n, p) = 1, 
then there is 0 natural ring isomoi@ism 
where by is the “classifying topos for Gk - ” as defined by Gro thendieck, BG is the 
ci&ical classi$y space of the topological group G and the first cohomology group 
is the Gw’hendieek cohomolo@p of a topos and the second cohomolog)l group is the 
classical singular cohomology. 
A more detailed escription of BGE, etc. occurs just before Corollary 2.4. 
Actually these theorems follow from corollaries of more general results. As the 
cognescenti are well aware, the first theorem is an immediate corollary of the smooth 
base chalnBe theorem for etale cohomology. Different proofs of pieces of the above 
corollary have however appeared in various places IS, 81 and have indirectly led to 
the theory of left algebraic groups (7) . Unlike these other proofs, we give a self- 
contained, elementary argument based on the structure theory of algebraic groups 
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and elementary results from the theory of the algebraic fundamental group as ex- 
posed by Murre [9]. 
The second theorem, which is essentially Corollary 2.4, is proven in section 2. 
Unfortunately the proof rests on a base change theorem for reductive algebraic group 
schemes G + S and so requires considerably more sophistication in the etale topology 
than is needed in section 1. Since the structure of the proofs is, however, basically 
the same, both of these results were put in this paper. As a first step toward Theorem 
II, we prove a base change theorem for maps p: X + S where the etale site Xet possesses 
an L compactification relative to S (Definition 2.1, Theorem 2.2). This should be of 
substantial ndependent i erest. 
Theorem II and the techniques of section 2are needed to fill in some of the 
details in the announcement [6] of the joint work of the author and David Rector 
on Quillen K-theory and the generalized A ams conjecture. A more detailed escrip- 
tion of etale homotopy theory and Crothendieck lassifying topoi will appear in this 
work. A special case of this result has been obtained independently b  Eric Fried- 
lander in his recent work on etale homotopy [ 111. 
I would like to thank Bruce Williams for encouraging me to expound my views 
on group schemes and the referee whose report made me generalize Theorem 2.2 to 
its present version. 
The key to Theorem I is a result about he fundamental groups of algebraic group 
bundles. 
Proposition 1.1. Let \I : P -9 X be a principal bundle over a nons@uhr connected 
variety X over a separably closed field k with structure group G, a come&d algebraic 
group. If p* E P is a basepoint with x, = $@I~) E X, let i: G + P be the imlusiort of 
the orbit of p* into P. There is an exact sequence 
where p = char k. 
Proof. We begin by treating the case G = G,, P = G8 X X. Embed P into PI X X as the 
complement of & = (w) X X, the divisor at 00. Since PI X X =+X is proper and PI is 
simply connected, @‘(PI XX, p,) + n{@(X, x*) is an isomorphism. In order to show 
that f: @)(P, p,) -+ nl(P)(P1 X X, p,) is an isomorphism, we will riced Abhynnkar’s 
lemma [9] : Let I/ be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K, K’ and L two 
Galois extensions of K which are tamely ramified with respect to I? Let mz and M be 
the order of the inertia groups of K’/K and L/K respectively. If L’ i, any composite 
of K’ and L over K and FZ divides nz, then L’ is unramified with respect to any of the 
discrete valuations ofK’ lying over I? 
Since P is normal, Et(P, XX) + Et(P) is full and faithful and so f is onto. Let P’ 
be any connected Galois covering space of P defined by a quotient of niP)(P,~*)- 
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Let ?‘& be the normalization f Pl XX in k(P’), the function field of P’. PLx is 
tamely ramified over 0, since the order e of the inertia group divides the degree of 
the covering which is prime to p. Let a: PI + PI be the e fold covering of P, de- 
fined by cP*(Q = fi lte where the + are homogeneous coordinate functions. Then 
Abhyankar’s lemma shows that F& = (@ X I)* (P&) is unramified over (@ X l)*(D 
is unramified over all other divisors of Pt XX, it is an etale covering spacr 
). 
of Pt X X by purity of the branch locus: Hence Fix = prf(X’) for some etale cover- 
ing space X’ over X. Since Q, X 1 is totally ramified over Do = (0) X X C P, >I: X, 
P’ = Ga XX’ over Do C f. Thus P’ is in the image of Et& X X) + Et(P) and so fis 
an isomorphism. 
Next we treat he case G = C,, P = C, X X. Just as above we may regard P as the 
complement of Do C C,XX where Do = (0) XX is a nonsingular subvariety of co- 
dimension one. We will show that 
1 --) nip)(G,,, , e) -+ n\p)(G, X X, p,) + nip)(C, X X, p,) = n\@(x, XJ --, I
is exact. The injectivity and surjectivity are clear since the projections out of G,)(X 
have sections and the composite is clearly zero. The criterion for exactness at the 
middle group translates into the following statement about etale covering spaces: Let 
p’ be a connected, Galois covering space of P whose degree is not divisible by p. If 
l*(p’) = uGrr, where i: Gr,, + G, X X is given by i(g) = (g, x,), then there is an etaIe 
covering space X’ of X such that P’ z G,,., X X ‘. 
Let T be the coordinate function of G,. Then just as above Abhyankar’s lemma 
shows that there is an etale covering space X’ of X and an integer e such that 
P’[ Tile] 2 G,( T”‘] XX’ as covering spaces of C, [Tile] X X. Denote the funda- 
mental functor for tr = nl (G, X X, p,) by Fpe. Then fixing base points for P’ and 
Gn, X X’, we can express P’ and G, X X’ via the Galois correspondence asn/H1 
and I#!*. The isomorphism over G, [T l/e ] X X is expressed as a Z-set isomorphism 
where 8 s n is the open normal sub roup corresponding to the etale covering space 
G,[Tlle] XX+G,XX. If& I$’ (G,XX,p,)-,nlP)(G,,e)is themapof fun- ? 
&mental groups corresponding to the projection map, then ?i = fi-’ (N) where 
Iv C nl (G,, e) is the open subgroup defining G, [Tile] + G . Since i*(P’) decom- 
PI poses completely as does i*(G, X X’), Nt and Hz contair? nlP (C,, e). Thus the 8 
isomorphism n/HI -+ n/!/z is a rr isomorphism as c’esired. 
The next step is to remove the restriction P = G X X when G = G, or G,. Since _ 
P is a G bundle, there is a covering {V, } of X by open subsets and G-isomorphisms 
qa: 3/ -1 (Cp,) + G X Ua [ 12). Let ‘p,, be a connected, open subset containing x,. 
Since 9-l (U,,) and V,, are open subvarieties of normal varieties I$“(&-+, x*) + 
nl.p)(X.x,)andnl(P)(lL-l(U,,),~,) + niP'(P, p,) are onto. By the above 
is exact for any base point x, E Ucy. This gives the surjectivity assertion. Let P’ be a 
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connected Galois covering of P such that i*(P’) decomposes completely. Exactness 
at the middle group is equivalent to the existence of a covering X’ of X and an iso- 
morphism P' E t,b*(X'). Our earlier work shows that there is an etale covering space 
U& over Q,, and an isomorphism UA, Xr/~l, PS P' (9-1(~,,,). For each element 
ar# ~1, of the index set, choose a base point x, E Ua n U&,. Let iol: G +P be the 
inclusion of the orbit of& ’ (e, XJ into P. Since i,*(P’) decomposes completely, we 
can find etale covering spaces Ui over Ua and isomorphisms P' I~-~(QJ s UL XuaP. 
Since Et(U, n Up) + Et($-‘(Il, n Up)) is faithful and full, there are isomorphisms 
over Ua n UP from the restriction of Uk to that of Ui which are compatible over 
Ua n Up n U,,. Hence the patch together to give an etale covering space X’ over X 
such that X’ XX P s P' as desired. 
Now suppose GI is a normal connected algebraic subgroup of G with G2 = G/G,. 
If P is a G bundle over X, then by restriction G1 acts on P and G2 has an induced 
action on Y = G1 \ P. Moreover Y is ir principal G2 bundle over X, and P is a princi- 
pal Gl bundle over Y. This gives rise to a commutative diagram of fundamental 
groups where y* is the image of x, in Y: 
(1.2) 
0 0 
A straightforward diagram chase shows that the middle row is exact if the bottom 
row and the columns are exact. Since G is a principal G, bundle over G2, (1.2) 
allows us to apply induction. Note that Y will always be nonsingular if X is. Thus 
the theorem holds for any principal bundle with a solvable structure group G. 
Finally let P be a principal bundle for an arbitrary connected linear algebraic 
group G. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G, Y = B \ P. P is locally isotrivial [ 121 and 
so there is a covering of X by open sets Ua and etale covering spaces F/QI of Ua 
such that PXx Vcy 2 G X Va. Consequently Y Xx Vol 2 (B \ G) X Va and B \ G is 
a projective nonsingular variety. Thus Y + X is proper and Y is nonsingular. More- 
over we have an embedding B \ G + Y coming from G + X. Consequently the dia- 
gram analogous to (1.2) with G2 replaced by B \ G yields the desired exact sequence 
after noting !hat nl(B\G,F)-+~l(Y,y,)+'rrl(X,x,) isexact. 
A reduction theorem from algebraic group theory [2] allows us to finish the 
proof. If G is an arbitrary ccnnected algebraic group over k, then there is a short 
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exact sequence of algebraic groups 
l+G”+G-+A(G)-+O 
where A(G) = Albanese variety of G is an abelian variety and G” is a linear algebraic 
group. Since G is a principal Ga bundle over A(G), the results already proved and the 
diagram (1.2) combine to give theorem. 
Corollary 1.3. Ler G, + G2 + G3 be a short exact sequence of connected algebraic 
groups over a separably closed field of characteristic p. Then there is an exact 
sequence 
n\@(G1, e) + n\@(G2, e) + 7r\p)(G3, e) + 1 . 
Corollary 1.4. Let G,, G2 be connected algebraic groups over a separably closed 
field of characteristic p. Then niP’(G, X G2, e) + @‘(Cl , e) X n(lP’(G2, e) is an 
isomorphism. In particular #‘(G, e) is abelian if G is a connected algebraic group 
over a separably closed field k. 
2. 
The other result we will prove in the etale homotopy theory of algebraic groups 
is a base change theorem for the cohomology of reductive algebraic groups and from 
that a comparison theorem for the cohomology of classifying spaces in the Grothen- 
dieck sense and in the more usual topological sense. Unfortunately the latter result 
requires the former one which in turn rests on some definitions and results in [ 1 ] 
which we will briefly outline here in order to establish our notation. Note that we 
must also work in the category of schemes instead of varieties. For the rest of this 
section sheaves and cohomology groups are with respect o the etale site unless 
otherwise indicated. 
Let $: X + S and suppose F is a sheaf on X in the etale topology. If cy: T + S, let 
XT denote X X, T, ofT: XT + X and \cIT: XT + T denote the respective projection 
maps. Let 7: $*$,F + F be the adjunction map for the adjoint pair ($*, J/,). 
o&p): ($aT)*$+F + Q$-F and the adjoint pair ($I?, $T*) define a natural trans- 
formation of sheaves Q*$.#) + $++AYF(F). Universal mapping properties define a 
unique extension of this to a natural transformation of Sfunctors 
which is called the base change map for the nth direct image of F relative to $ and ar. 
If it is an isomorphism for all n, we say that F satisfies base change for 0. The elemen- 
tary properties of this transformation and further details about its construction will 
be found in the discussion and proof of the proper base change theorem [ 1 ] . The 
proper base change theorem in a slightly different guise.says that if $ is proper and 
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the stalk of F at x is a finite group (abelian if n > 1) for all geometric points x of X, 
then the base change map is an isomorphism for all n and cy. 
Recall that a locally constant sheaf F on S with finite fibres is a sheaf such that 
for some covering {V,> of S by Zariski open sets there is an etale covering space 
V/+UawithFIva- *‘Gy, where Gv~ denotes the constant sheaf on the etale site 
Va formed from the finite group G. For instance if n is relatively prime to the resi- 
due characteristics ofS, then the sheaf of nth roots of unity, pn, is locally constant 
on S with finite fibres since fixing a primitive nth root of unity determines an iso- 
morphism with Z/ti. 
Our first result extends the proper base change theorem to a class of smooth 
morphisms which possess appropriate compactification properties. 
Definition 2.1. Let p: X + S be a smooth surjective morphism of locally noetherian 
schemes and let L be a set of prime numbers. 
(1) The etale site on X or, for simplicity, p is said to possess an L compactifica- 
tion relative to S if the following condition is satisfied. If F is any finite, locally con- 
stant L torsion sheaf on X represented by R: Y + X, then there is a smooth S couple 
i: W --, P, i.e., a closed immersion i: W + P of schemes smooth and proper over S, 
and an S-isomorphism r--- W e Y. The open embedding Y C y will be referred to as 
a smooth S-compactification of Y. 
(2) p is said to locally possess an L compactification relative to S if there is an 
etale covering {SQ + S} such that pa: X X, S, + S, has an Ccompactification for 
each CY. 
Examples 
(1) If X is connected, smooth over S, with a simply connected geometric fibre and 
possesses a mooth compactification over $, then p possesses an L compactification 
relative to S. 
(2) If p: X + S is smooth and possesses anL compactification where L is the set 
of primes distinct from the residue characteristics of S, then pr: XT + T locally pos- 
sesses an L compactifkation forany T + S. 
Theorem 2.2. Let p: X + S be a smooth, surjective morphism af kwally noetherian 
schemes which locally possesses an Lcompactification relative to S where L is a set 
of primes excluding the residue characteristics of S, Therl arty 1ocalIy constant con- 
structible Ltorsion sheaj’F satisfies base change for p. Moreover R$,F is a local& 
constant constructible Ltorsion sheaJ%/l S. 
(Note: A somewhat different approach to Theorem 2.2 is contained in [ 131.) 
Proof. Standard reductions reduce the first part of the theorem to proving that the 
base change map coming from the inclusion of the closed point S0 into a strictly 
local scheme S is an isomorphism. Moreover we may assume that the etale site Xet 
possesses an L compactification relative to S. 
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We first treat the case of a contant sheaf C. Let x be a smooth compactification 
of x. i: x + x the corresponding Jpen immersion, W = X-X, and denote the closed 
fibres of the various maps, etc. with a subscript “0”. The long exact sequence of 
local cohsmolegy on jE; maps via the base change map to the long exact sequence of 
on x0. The 5 lemma, the proper base change theorem, and the 
relative cohomological purity theorem [1, Exp. XVI, 3.84 show that 
H’(X, C) 4(X*,C) 
is an isomorghism for all i as desired. 
Now let F be any locally constant L torsion constructible sheaf on X. Suppose 
n: Y + A’ is an etale covering space such that n*F is a constant sheaf. Since Y may 
be chosen so that it represents an L-torsion sheaf, let g: Y + S be a smooth S com- 
pactification of Y. Then there is a short exact sequence of locally constant sheaves 
O+F+n*n*F+F, -0. 
Since n is finite, R’n, = 0 if i > 0. An obvious induction argument now proves first 
that the base change map is a monomorphism and then is an isomorphism for all i. 
The proof that R&F is locally constant proceeds imilarly. Replacing S by S, 
where (s, -+ S) is an appropriate tale covering of S allows us to assume that the 
scheme Y which splits F has a smooth compactification 8: P + S over S. Ri@r*F 
is a locally constant sheaf with finite fibres and #&r*F) is either 0 if i f 2c or 
Ty/v @n*F if i = 2c where c is the relative codimension of W in Y. This together 
with the Gysin sequence shows that Rigen*F is locally constant with finite fibres. 
Recall that a sheaf F with finite fibres on a locally noetherian scheme is locally 
constant if and only if the specialization map FQ + Fp is an isomorphism for all 
specializations of geometric points P + Q [ 1, Exp. XI, 2.13) . This criterion, a 
repetition of the induction argument above and the result that Rip,(n,n*F) is 
locally constant with finite fibres finishes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Let k be a field for which the usual version of resolution of singularities 
holds for (smooth) varieties over k; that is, if Y is a smooth variety over k, then there 
is a proper, smooth variety y defined over k, a closed subvariety W C r of codimen- 
sian one whose only singularities are normal crossings, and an isomorphism Y 2 
Y- W. If X is a smooth variety over k and S is any k-scheme, then the conclusions 
of the theorem hold for the projection map p: Xs -+ S. This is proved just as the 
theorem is. With the notation of the theorem, the conspnt sheaf case is treated by 
induction on k together with the representation W = U, Wi where Wi is smooth over 
S by noting that x - Uf-’ Wi satisfies the theorem for constant sheaves. The rest of 
the argument proceeds as above. 
Corollary 2.3. Let p: P -+ S be a principle bundle with structure group G, a connected 
reductive group scheme over S. Let L be a set of prime numbers distinct from the 
residue characteristics of S. Then any Ioca& constarzt, constructible Ltorsion sheaf 
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F satisfies base change for p. Moreover Rip,F is a locally constant, constructible 
Gtorsion sheaf on S. 
hoof. Since G is reductive any principle bundle is locally trivial for the etale topo- 
logy [ 121. Moreover if G is a connected, reductive group scheme over S, then there 
is an etale covering space S ’ + S such that G X, S’ is a split reductive group scheme 
[4] . Hence by our standard reduction to a strictly local scheme S we may assume 
that P = G is a split reductive group scheme over S. If B is a Bore1 subgroup of G, 
then G + S factors as G -+ G/B + S. Since G/B + S is proper, the proper base change 
theorem holds for constructible sheaves and so by replacing S with G/B, it suffices 
to prove that higher direct images of locally constant constructible L-torsion sheaves 
*are locally constant and constructible and that the theorem holds for principal 
bundles with a solvable structure group. Once again by passing to an etale covering 
of S we may assume that P = G is a solvable group scheme. An induction argument 
now reduces us to showing that the higher direct images of locally constant, con- 
structible, L torsion sheaves are locally constant, constructible, L torsion sheaves 
and that the base change map for such sheaves i an isomorphism when P = G, or 
P = G, and S is a strictly local scheme. But then @‘)( G,,$ = 0 and nl(P)( G, S) = 2. 
In the additive case the hypotheses of the theorem are clearly satisfied. In the’multi- 
plicative case, the locally constant L torsion sheaves on G,,, are all represented by 
etale covering spaces obtained by adjoining nth roots of T where Gm,S is represented 
as @@(OS [T, T-l] ). Since these also clearly possess smooth compactifications rela- 
tive to S, the theorem may be applied here as well. 
Before we can give the final application we must recall the definition of B,, the 
etale classifying topos of an algebraic group G over S. Let Setg be the global etale site 
on S. It consists of the category of schemes T which are locally of finite type over S 
with the etale topology on each of these’schemes. If we let se,, bz the category of 
sheaves of sets over setp, then G can be regarded as an object of S,,, via r(?‘, G) = 
Mq(T, G). Denote this object by G. Then B, is the category of left G objects in 
%,* Note that any scheme over S with a G action defines as above an element of 
BG. It is not hard to show that the category of abelian group objects in B, = cate- 
gory of sheaves of abelian groups on &, with G action has enough injectives. It 
also has a fmal object e which is, of course, just S with trivial G action, Consequent- 
ly one can define the cohomology groups of B, as the derived functor of 
F t+ Morg&, F’) = l-(S, FG). 
If G is topological group, we let BG denote its classifying space in the topologists 
sense. Our last result contains a comparison of H*(B,, Z/nZ) with the singular co- 
homology ring H*( BG, Z/tzZ). 
Corollary 2.4. Let Gc be a reductive algebraic group over the complex nmbers and 
let Gi be the corresponding Chevtzlley group over a separably closed field of charac- 
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teristic p. If (n, p) = 1, then thew is a natural ring isomorphism 
H*(I$, Z/n) + H*(B(+, Z/n) . 
Moreover for any n there is a natural ring isomorphism 
H*(B,,, Z/HZ) + H*(BG, Z/d) 
forany n # 0 where H*(BG, Z/nZ) is the singular rohomology ring. 
Proof. Let G be the reductive Chevalley group scheme over 2 such that 
GSpecZ X SPW) = G, and GSpecZ X Spec ff= Gc [3]. Let A be the strict henseli- 
zation of ZfPj with respect o the geometric point Spec E+ Spec Z and let 
GA = GsPecZ X Spec A. Theorem 1.5 shows that the base change map for the con- 
stant sheaf Z/nZ is an isomorphism for any m and either of the Cartesian squares 
below where there are m factors in the product of G with itself 
(G X . . . X G)E---+ (G X . . . X G)A - (G X . . . X G)c 
cw I- I p m,A 
Speck - Spk A - specc . 
Corollary 2.3 then shows that RSpm,A* (Z/nZ) is the constant sheaf on SpecA de- 
fined by either the group @(G X . . . X Gc 9 Z/nZ) or the group HS(G X . . . X GE, Z/n.Z). 
Let E, E B, be the sheaf G with the obvious left G action. Then the covering 
E, --) e in B, gives rise to a spectral sequence [ 1, Expose’ IV, 3.61 which may be 
interpreted as 
(2 06) Ef* = H*(G X . . . X GA, Z/IIZ) =+ H*(B,, Z/nZ) . 
The Ep* complex of (2.6) is derived by applying H*(-, Z/lrZ) to the nonhomogene- 
ous form of the bar resolution for the group scheme G. Thus the base change maps 
above define a base change map on the Er* terms and so a base change map on 
Hn(BG, Z/nZ). The corollary follows immediately from this and (2.5) since the base 
change maps on the E f* level are isomorphisms. 
Finally H*(BG, Z/rzZ) can be computed from a spectral sequence like (2.6) with 
the Er* term being singular cohomology of the reductive algebraic group G X . . . X G, 
with Z/rzZ coefficients. By the comparison theorem [i] there is a natural ring iso- 
morphism 
H*(X, Z/rzZ) -+ H*(XCl, Z/nZ) 
for a smooth variety X over C where the subscript “cl” denotes the singular cohomo- 
logy groups. Applying this to G X . . . X GC and passing to the Em terms gives the 
desired natural ring isomorphism. 
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Remark. Let G be a reductive group scheme over a smooth scheme S. The reader 
adept in the base change yoga will immediately see that the techniques involved in 
this last corollary show that the base change map for the nth direct image sheaf of 
B, with coefficients in a locally constant sheaf of order relatively prime to the resi- 
due characteristics of S is an isomorphism. Unfortunately the definition of “nth direct 
image shea.f of B,” and the base change yoga for B, are not yet published. While 
pese concepts are not hard, there is a notational complexity which would have sub- 
stantially lengthened and possibly obscured this presentation. As it stands, this corol- 
lary may be used to fill in some of the crucial details needed in giving an etale homo- 
topy interpretation of the homotopy type of BGZ as announced in [6]. The base 
change yoga for BG and further applications of etale homotopy theory will be dis- 
cussed in a forthcoming work with David Rector. 
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